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ABSTRACT
ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL MODELING OF PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF CROSS-FLOW AXIS HYDROKINETIC TURBINES
by
Alex J. Johnston
University of New Hampshire, September, 2011
A model for cross-flow axis hydrokinetic turbines based on blade element theory
(BET) was developed. The model combines an extensive experimental and numerical
high Reynolds number data set for symmetric airfoils with governing equations to predict
performance characteristics of the turbines. In this model the freestream velocity and the
turbine's rate of rotation are not coupled hydrodynamically; experimental calibration of
the model for a specific turbine design is necessary. The calibrated model uses velocity
data from a tidal energy site to predict power and energy yield over a full tidal cycle. The
experimentally calibrated model is compared to a single disk multiple streamtube blade
element momentum (BEM) model. Investigation of tip speed ratios allows for predictions
of unsteady loadings, optimal performance, and power outputs. The model provides the
versatility to predict characteristics of many different cross-flow axis turbines, and
provides insight for how these turbines behave.

XI

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Hydrokinetic turbines extract energy (power) from moving water, i.e. ocean
currents and tides, rivers, spillways, etc. These machines can vary greatly in size, shape
and function, however they all have the same purpose: convert the kinetic energy in
flowing water into usable (mechanical or electric) energy. In the U.S., George Hagerman
[1] estimates that the potential for tidal current energy to be about 5 TWh/yr (five major
sites), about 110 TWh/yr for river current energy, and perhaps 3-5 TWh/yr at 10-15%
utilization for ocean current energy.
There are two major types of modern hydrokinetic turbines: in-stream axis and
cross-flow axis. In-stream axis turbines are similar to modern large wind turbines (often
called horizontal-axis wind turbines) with the axis of rotation in line with the flow
direction. Cross-flow axis turbines have their axis oriented normal to the flow direction
(in the wind industry called vertical-axis turbines). Both cross-flow and in-stream axis
turbines were originally developed to convert wind energy into mechanical energy.
Machines harnessing the power of wind and water have been in use for centuries.
Although it is known that the Persians and Chinese were the first civilizations to build
and use wind machines, it is not known exactly who built the first wind machines, or
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when they were built. Wind machines were originally built to mill grain (commonly
called windmills) and to pump water for irrigation. The first windmills were vertical-axis
devices, not the European style horizontal-axis machines which are first documented in
the 1100s and 1200s that most people associate with the word "windmill" [2].
The more effective (efficient) horizontal-axis windmill quickly dominated in the
twelfth century and prevailed until the Industrial Revolution in the eighteenth century.
With the invention of a practical steam engine (by J. Watt), the work previously done by
wind and water mills was taken over by heat engines operating on the steam, or Rankine
cycle, powered primarily by coal, but also by wood, oil or gas. This enabled the industrial
revolution, and simultaneously displaced wind turbines and water wheels as primary
movers. Later, the invention of the internal combustion engine again displaced many
small wind mills, e.g., farm wind mills in pumping applications. Steam, oil and gas
engines provided more powerful and compact machines as well as many more
applications than just grinding grain and pumping water [2].
In the early 1900s there was a small amount of renewed interest in vertical-axis
turbines. Two types of vertical-axis turbines were developed: the Savonius rotor (a
primarily drag driven device) and the Darrieus rotor (a lift driven device). The Savonius
rotor [3] never prospered commercially and the Darrieus rotor [4] was neglected until it
was revisited in the 1970s by Canada and the United States to be developed as large wind
turbines [2].
There are several advantages of the vertical-axis wind turbine (VAWT) over the
horizontal-axis wind turbine (HAWT): VAWTs can accept wind from any direction
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(HAWTs need to yaw into the flow), the generator is in line with the shaft so the
generator and gear box are located on the ground for easy maintenance. (HAWTs
generator and gear box are located at the top of the tower.) Despite these benefits, the
horizontal-axis turbine has dominated the wind industry due to higher efficiencies,
greater capacities per unit area, and due to fatigue issues resulting from the oscillatory
loading of the vertical blades. Although the vertical-axis turbine has not flourished in the
wind industry, there is renewed interest in making use of it in water rather than air. As
aforementioned, there are many hydrodynamic flows that could be harnessed to provide
renewable energy including river flows, tidal flows, and ocean currents [1].
Tidal Energy is an attractive source of renewable energy due to its reliability and
predictability. There are many methods of extracting the energy from tidal flows currently
under development, the most popular being horizontal (in-stream) axis and vertical
(cross-flow) axis turbines. These turbines typically have primarily lift-driven rotors which
allow the turbine blades to spin much faster than the incident flow, resulting in better
efficiency than primarily drag-driven turbines (whose blades, by definition, cannot spin
faster than the incident flow).
The power (energy per unit time) that can be extracted by a tidal turbine is a
portion of the power available in the flowing water and is proportional to the fluid
density, p, the frontal area of the turbine, A, and the cube of the free stream velocity, U«,:

PccpAUj
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(1.1)

The power available in the flow (the theoretical power) can be found by considering the
advection of the kinetic energy of a blob of fluid per unit volume through the crosssectional area of the turbine:

1
Ptheoretical = 2 P

o
°°

(1-2)

(The derivation from the integral energy equation on a control volume can be found in
Appendix A).
Another equally important parameter when studying turbines is the power
coefficient which is defined as the ratio between power extracted from a flow by a turbine
and the theoretical power available in a flow. The power coefficient is a non-dimensional
number that allows for comparison of turbines that are not the same shape or size.

c

-

P

extracted

( L 3 )

^theoretical

Equation 1.2 further illustrates why tidal currents are an attractive energy source:
Water is much denser than air (seawater is approximately 870 times as dense as air at 15°
C). Compared to wind turbines, tidal turbines can achieve the same capacity ratings with
much smaller rotor areas and flow velocities. However, many obstacles to large-scale
commercial deployments remain; for example, higher turbine loading (which is
proportional to fluid density and the square of free stream velocity) and the challenging
marine deployment environment.
4

FIGURE 1.1. Example of Tidal Turbine Arrangements in a Tidal Channel.

Cross-flow axis turbines have several advantages over in-stream axis turbines,
and are receiving renewed interest. Since many useful fast tidal flows are shallow, the
cross-flow axis turbine has an advantage because it can be deployed with its axis in
vertical or horizontal orientation, and its shape can be better adapted to shallow, varying
bathymetry, c.f. Fig. 1.1. Most free flows are more or less rectangular in cross-section and
better suited for cross-flow axis turbines (which are also rectangular in cross-section).
The cross-sectional area of in-stream axis turbines is circular and cannot capture as much
of the area in such a flow. The diameter of in-stream axis turbines (and therefore the area)
is limited by the depth of the water (estimated to be no more than one third to one half of
the depth at lower low water (LLW) when both submergence criteria for blade tip
cavitation and bottom boundary layer are taken into consideration). With cross-flow axis
turbines, however, the diameter can be increased while the height stays the same when
deployed vertically, or the height (axial length) can be increased while the diameter stays
5

the same if deployed horizontally (both increasing the cross-sectional area, and therefore
power). Another advantage of the cross-flow axis turbine is the ability to receive flow
from any direction. As tidal flows change direction, in-stream axis turbines would have to
yaw into the flow, or use blade pitch control, both increasing the complexity of the
underwater turbine. Further, cross-flow axis turbines are less sensitive to skewed inflow
profiles than in-stream axis rotors [5].

FIGURE 1.2. Example of Variants of H-Darrieus Turbine (on left) and
Gorlov Helical Turbine (on right).

For hydrokinetic applications two major types of cross-flow axis turbines have
emerged: straight blade (also known as H-Darrieus) turbines [4,6] and helical blade
(Gorlov) turbines [7,8]. Examples of each can be seen in Fig. 1.2. Straight-bladed
Darrieus type turbines pulsate as the relative flow angle of attack varies throughout the
rotation and the blades go through regions of high and low lift. This causes large
variations in torque and can lead to fatigue failures of the structure. Gorlov helical
turbines reduce lift and torque pulsations due to the circumferential overlap of the blades.
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If the turbine blades have full overlap the lift and torque are circumferentially averaged
so that there is almost no variation in the total torque on the turbine.

1.2 Objectives

The main objective of this thesis and the research supporting it was to gain insight
into the operating characteristics of cross-flow axis turbines and to analyze the governing
equations to better understand the fluid dynamics surrounding these complicated devices.
Parametric analyses will be performed for many functions that describe how these
turbines work. These analyses will help give a better understanding of how different
parameters affect a cross-flow axis turbine's performance. A related objective is to
investigate the differences between a Darrieus (straight blade) turbine and a Gorlov
helical turbine.
The second main objective is to develop an analytical/numerical model that is
simple and cheap to run, but will give accurate predictions of cross-flow axis turbine
performance at the UNH-CORE tidal energy test site. This will be achieved by using
velocity data from the UNH-CORE site, governing equations, and lift and drag data to
calculate the forces on the turbine blades and therefore the power that can be extracted at
the site. In addition, other models will be investigated for comparison.
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CHAPTER II

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF CROSS-FLOW AXIS TURBINES

2.1 Important Parameters and Geometrically Derived Equations

Two key parameters of turbine blade performance are relative "wind" (relative
velocity at the turbine blade) and angle of attack (see Fig. 2.1). The relative wind (Wrei) is
the velocity experienced by the turbine blade as it rotates in a flow, and is defined as the
vector addition of the rotational velocity (Vr) and the freestream velocity (£/<„)• The angle
of attack (a) is defined as the angle between the chord line of the foil and the relative
wind. The relative velocity and angle of attack are functions of rotation angle (9).
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Force Legend
FD = Drag Force
Fi = Lift Force
FT = Tangential Force
FN = Normal Force
Incident Flow,
£4

180°
FIGURE 2.1. Schematic of Top View of Cross-Flow Axis Turbine with Relevant
Vectors, Forces and Parameters (Drawn for a A = 2).
The functions for relative velocity and angle of attack can be derived from
geometry and trigonometric relations (see Fig. 2.2). Note that this derivation corresponds
to a blade position between 0° and 90°. A right triangle is made where Wrei is the
hypotenuse, Vr + Umcos0 is the longer leg and U^inO is the shorter leg.
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Uoo sine

FIGURE 2.2. Schematic of Top View of Cross-Flow Axis Turbine Blade with
Relevant Vector Relations for Derivation, (Drawn for a A = 2).
It is realized, through angle relations, that the angle between U^ and U^cosO is 6. By
Pythagorean's theorem:

Wrei2 = (Ursine)2

Wrel2 = Ujsirfd

Using the Pythagorean identity sin6

+ (UmcosB + Vry

+ l]Jcos26

+ 2UmVrcose + Vr2

(2.1)

(2.2)

+ cos 6 = 1:

Wrel2 = Uj + 2UmVrcose + Vr2
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(2.3)

The function for angle of attack can be found by simply taking the tangent of the angle of
attack:

tana =

(2.4)

Note that Um is being used, however, in real world applications the velocity seen by the
turbine blades is reduced due to axial induction which will be discussed later. Both
equations for a and Wrei can be simplified by the tip speed ratio (A) which is defined as
the ratio of the rotational velocity (Vr =a>R) to the freestream velocity (£/<»):

X = f-

(2.5)

The final equations for relative velocity and angle of attack as functions of rotation angle
and tip speed ratio are

Wrel = t/ooVl + 2Xcosd + X2

«- ft »- 1 (i^i)
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(2.6)

<2-7>

Another important parameter for operating characteristics of a cross-flow axis
turbine is the solidity, here defined as

where N is the number of blades, c is the chord of the blade, and D is the diameter of the
turbine. Solidity affects the maximum amount of energy that can be extracted from the
Nc

flow. Note that other definitions of solidity, e.g. — , are also used in literature.
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the relative velocity and the angle of attack,
respectively, as functions of rotation angle (0) for multiple tip speed ratios. Here the free
stream is defined to come from a rotation angle of 0= 90° (as shown in Fig. 2.1). As tip
speed ratio increases, the relative velocity curve simply shifts to higher values, as it varies
from its average value of coR by ±£/oo. The maximum angle of attack decreases with
increasing tip speed ratio and the location of its occurrence moves away from rotation
angle 6>= 180°.

12

180
0(deg)

360

FIGURE 2.3. Relative Velocity as a Function of Rotation Angle ($) with
Increasing Tip Speed Ratio (A = coR/Ucc)
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180
e(deg)

360

FIGURE 2.4. Angle of Attack as a Function of Rotation Angle (9) with
Increasing Tip Speed Ratio (A = coR/U^)

The resultant force acting on a two-dimensional blade element can either be
decomposed into a lift and a drag force, normal and parallel to the incident flow
respectively, or into a tangential and a normal force, parallel and normal to the foil chord
respectively. Performance data for foil sections is typically given as lift and drag
coefficient vs. angle of attack. For a cross flow axis hydrokinetic turbine, use of the
tangential force is convenient, since it acts with constant moment arm R=D/2 with
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respect to the axis of rotation. The tangential force (FT) is later used to calculate torque
and power, and is derived from turbine geometry as

FT = FLsind - FDcosd

(2.9)

where,

FL=-2CLpAWrel2

(2.10)

FD=\cDpAWrel2

(2.11)

where FL is the lift force, FD is the drag force, 9 is the rotation angle, Q, and Co are the
lift and drag coefficients, p is the density, A is the frontal area of the turbine.
The coefficients of lift and drag for different air/hydro foil profiles are typically
found empirically from wind or water tunnel experiments. The coefficients are generally
required for the analysis and numerical models of hydrokinetic turbines, unless
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is used. CFD for cross-flow axis turbines is
complicated and expensive, so simpler methods are often pursued.

2.2 Flow Separation and Stall
Stall is a very important characteristic of air/hydrofoils where performance of the
foil rapidly changes. Good performance of an air/hydrofoil is characterized by a foil
having a large lift to drag ratio. When stall occurs, lift and drag are of the same
15

magnitude resulting in poor performance; hence stall corresponds with poor performance
of a foil. For a static foil, the angle at which stall occurs is different for every foil shape
and Reynolds number, and it is called the static stall angle. If the foil is moving and
rapidly changing its angle of attack (as is the case with cross-flow axis turbines), then the
stall angle also depends on the reduced frequency (a non-dimensional frequency
normalized by chord/velocity) of oscillation and it is called the dynamic stall angle.
Stall is a result of flow separation from the foil due to viscous effects. Viscosity is
the friction between the surface of the foil and the fluid. The effects of this interaction
diffuse into the flow from the surface. The surface feels a force in the direction of the
flow, the tangential force per unit area, and is called the shear stress:

where V is the local velocity over the foil and n is the direction normal to the surface of
the foil. The fluid adjacent to the surface feels a retarding force, as an equal and opposite
reaction to the shear stress, which decreases local velocity. In fact, V=0 right at the
surface due to the influence of friction—this is called the no-slip condition. The flow over
the curved surface is affiliated with an increasing pressure distribution in the flow
direction. This is called an adverse pressure gradient. For a separated flow, the adverse
pressure gradient will actually cause the flow near the surface of the foil to stop, and
reverse direction. At the point where the forward flow and reverse flow meet, the shear
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stress and the wall-normal velocity gradient are zero, and this point is defined as the
separation point beyond which there is reverse flow (in a moving coordinate system) [9].
As angle of attack is increased from zero, and while the flow around the foil stays
attached, the lift on the foil will increase greatly while drag will increase very little. At a
certain angle of attack the flow will separate from the foil resulting in a large increase in
drag (due to the low-pressure in the separated region on the suction side of the foil) up to
the order of lift; this is the stall angle. Once above the stall angle, the performance of the
foil is poor because the lift to drag ratio is of order one.

— Re=360,000
- Re=700,000
Re=1 000,000
Re=2)000,000
i." *' '/

<\
^x

^
Cx

V

10

15

20

6 (deg)

FIGURE 2.5. Lift to Drag Ratio as a Function of Angle of Attack for Static
Conditions. NACA 0020 Foil Shape; Multiple Reynolds Numbers
17
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Figure 2.5 shows an example plot of the lift to drag ratio versus angle of attack for
NACA 0020 foil shape at four different Reynolds numbers [10]. The flow separation
point (stall angle) can be seen to occur at increasing angles of attack between 13° and 17°
depending on Reynolds number.
If the stall angle is exceeded (we assume for the moment that the dynamic stall
angle is not too different from the static stall angle), the flow separates from the turbine
blade as it rotates about the axis for the typical tip speed ratios shown in Figure 2.4. This
results in large variations in shaft torque and loading (forces) on the turbine blades. For
low tip speed ratios the tangential force and hence the torque on a blade element can
become negative for large portions of the rotation, which leads to poor turbine
performance/efficiency.
The blades on cross-flow axis turbines rotate through regions of dynamic stall,
especially at low tip speed ratios. However, very little foil performance data on dynamic
stall at varying reduced frequency is available. Comparing the angle of dynamic stall
found by Sheng, et al. [11] with the angle of static stall from Sandia Laboratories for the
NACA 0018 and the NACA 0021 airfoils at a Reynolds number of 1.5 million, there is
very little difference; about 1.5° for the NACA 0018 and <1° for the NACA 0021 (c.f.
Tab. 2.1 below). If interpolated to find the difference for the NACA 0020 foil shape, the
difference in stall angle is <1° and therefore deemed negligible, especially since the
model developed here will eventually be calibrated with experimental data. The lift and
drag data used in this model are hence based on the extensive Sandia data set obtained
from static measurements [10], and the stall angle incorporated in the model - prior to
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experimental calibration - is the static stall angle. Note that the comparison by Sheng, et
al. is for one Reynolds number (1.5 million) only. As Reynolds number decreases, the
difference between the static and dynamic stall angles is expected to become more
pronounced (hence it affects wind turbines more than hydrokinetic turbines). The data
provided by Sheng, et al. [11] is too limited to be used for this model. Note that the blade
chord Reynolds numbers varies both with angle of rotation and the free-stream velocity.

TABLE 2.1. Comparison of Static and Dynamic Stall Angles for NACA 0018
AND 0021 Foils at Reynolds Number of 1.5X106.
Foil Shape
NACA 0018

Dynamic
Stall Angle
17.34°

Static Stall
Angle
15.75°

NACA 0021

17.40°

17.75°

2.3 Straight vs. Helical Design
Blade Element Theory (discussed in detail in Chapter III) provides a convenient
tool to investigate the effects of torque variation with angle of rotation, often referred to
as "torque ripple" [12], for different turbine configurations. The number of blades as well
as the helical sweep can be varied in the model. The coefficient of torque is a nondimensional moment used to make comparisons between different blade styles and is
featured in the next several plots. The coefficient of torque is defined as:
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C

T = i , lr

2

n

= ChsinB - CDcos6

(2A3)

where Ac is the planform area of the blade based on chord.
Figure 2.6, obtained by Eq. 2.13, compares three-bladed cross-flow axis turbines
with straight blades, helical blades with half overlap, and helical blades with full overlap
(full overlap = the adjacent helical blade begins at the same azimuth location where the
previous blade ends) at a tip speed ratio of 2, all with NACA 0020 blades. It can be seen
that the half-overlap helical sweep significantly reduces torque ripple compared to the
straight-bladed case, and that the helical blade turbine with full overlap is practically
torque ripple free. Torque ripple is reduced as the tip speed ratio increases, as can be seen
in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8 where the same three turbine configurations are compared at tip speed
ratios of 3 and 4, respectively. Note that the average torque for all three cases (straight,
half overlap and full overlap) is the same for each tip speed ratio if the straight blade
chord was made to be equal to the effective chords of the helical blades (as was done in
Figures 2.6, 2.7, 2.8). However, if one were to make the helical turbines from the same
stock blades as the straight-bladed turbines, the effective chord would increase as the
overlap is increased for the helical blades. Therefore, the effective chord and solidity of
the helical swept blade would be larger than that of the straight blade and would increase
the average torque coefficient. This effect can be seen in Fig. 2.9.
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FIGURE 2.6. Torque Variation (Torque Ripple) Comparison Between Straight
Bladed and Helical Bladed Cross-Flow Axis Turbines (All with 3 Blades) at A = 2.
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FIGURE 2.7. Torque Variation (Torque Ripple) Comparison Between Straight
Bladed and Helical Bladed Cross-Flow Axis Turbines (All with 3 Blades) at A = 3.
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FIGURE 2.8. Torque Variation (Torque Ripple) Comparison Between Straight
Bladed and Helical Bladed Cross-Flow Axis Turbines (All with 3 Blades) at A = 4.
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FIGURE 2.9. Same Plot as Fig. 2.7, but with Helical Made From Same Blade
Stock as Straight Blade Tubine. Average CT Increases with Overlap Due to Increase
in Effective Chord

2.4 Critical and Optimal Tip Speed Ratios
Figure 2.10 shows torque for a single blade as a function of rotation angle about
the axis for multiple tip speed ratios. The effect of separation (stall) can be seen as the
torque steadily increases from 0° until the hydrofoil stalls and there is a sharp drop off in
torque. The flow re-attaches where there is a sharp increase just before 180°. For the
lower tip speed ratios the torque curve dips below zero for significant portions of the
rotation before and after 180°.
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One should note that the torque curve dips below zero at 0° and 180° for all tip
speed ratios due to the hydrofoil chord being aligned with the freestream velocity in
which case there is only drag and no lift.
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Since regions of negative torque are detrimental to a turbine's performance and
efficiency, a critical tip speed ratio, Xcnt, can be defined as the tip speed ratio above
which regions of negative torque do not exist for 0°<6><180° and 180°<t9<360°. A crossflow axis turbine should be designed to operate above this critical tip speed ratio. For the
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example of a single straight, vertical NACA 0020 blade rotating about the axis, the
critical tip speed ratio is seen to be 2.24 at a freestream speed of 2.0 m/s. The variation of
angle of attack, relative velocity, lift, drag and tangential forces for the critical tip speed
ratio can be seen in Fig. 2.11. As can be seen from the drop of tangential force at a
rotation angle of approximately 55°, flow separation still occurs, but not severely enough
for the tangential force to become negative.
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As the tip speed ratio increases, the range of angles of attack encountered by the
hydrofoil decreases (see Fig. 2.4) and corresponds to the flow around the hydrofoil being
separated for smaller and smaller ranges of rotation angle. This trend also corresponds to
increasing hydrodynamic performance of the turbine. Figure 2.12 describes these trends
as the tip speed ratio continues to increase. Eventually the tip speed ratio becomes high
enough that the flow is no longer separated and the torque curve becomes smooth.
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FIGURE 2.12. Torque as a Function of Rotation Angle for a Single Blade Rotating
About the Turbine Axis for Multiple Tip Speed Ratios
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If the tip speed ratio continues to increase past this point, the turbine performance
will start to decrease. This is due to the continued narrowing of the range of angles of
attack seen by the hydrofoil (see Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5). As the range of angles of attack
experienced by the foil decreases (Fig. 2.4), the foil will never enter the region of
maximum lift to drag ratio (Fig. 2.5) and therefore, will not perform as well as at lower
tip speed ratios where the maximum lift to drag ratio is reached. There exists a tip speed
ratio for which the performance of the foil (and therefore the turbine) is at a maximum
called the optimal tip speed ratio, Xopt. The optimal tip speed ratio is defined as the tip
speed ratio at which the coefficient of torque averaged over one rotation is at a maximum,
and hence hydrodynamic conditions are optimized. For the example of a single straight,
vertical NACA 0020 blade rotating about a cross-flow axis the optimal tip speed ratio is
seen to be 3.53 at a freestream speed of 2.0 m/s.
The variation of angle of attack, relative velocity, lift, drag and tangential forces
for the optimal tip speed ratio can be seen in Fig. 2.13. The tangential force remains
positive throughout the rotation, except for very small regions near 0 and 180.
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The coefficient of torque (Eq. 2.9) normalized with Wni vs. angle of rotation for
different tip speed ratios is shown in Fig. 2.14. It can be seen that the average coefficient
of torque will begin to decrease once flow separation is avoided (smooth CT curve) and
the tip speed ratio is increased further. This appears to occur near a tip speed ratio of 3.5.
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o

FIGURE 2.14. Variation of Coeffiecient of Torque with Rotation Angle for a Single
Vertical NACA 0020 Blade for Multiple Tip Speed Ratios

The coefficient of torque averaged over one full turbine rotation is defined as

C

T,avg = ^ J0

C

T (fi)d6

(2.10)

and is shown in Fig. 2.15, again normalized with Wrei The maximum average coefficient
of torque can be seen at a tip speed ratio of 3 53.
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2.5 Implications of Critical and Optimal Tip Speed Ratios on Turbine Performance
The critical and optimal tip speed ratios defined in the previous section are
turbine-specific, meaning that they will be different for each cross-flow axis turbine
design. Given specifications of a turbine, the critical and optimal tip speed ratios can be
approximately predicted for that turbine. Knowing what these tip speed ratios are for a
given turbine may be able to help one determine whether a turbine is appropriate for a
particular tidal site or not.
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However, up to this point, induction has not been taken into account. Induction is
the fractional decrease of velocity at the rotor and is discussed in further detail in Chapter
IV The induction factor is defined as

a

- i/o, urotor

( 2 J 1 )

and therefore the velocity at the rotor is

Urotor = U„(1-

a)

(2.12)

In real-world applications the flow coming towards a turbine slows down before it
gets to the rotor blades due to a pressure build-up in front of the turbine. The reduction in
velocity depends on several parameters including turbine solidity, turbine loading, and
freestream speed. Taking the induction into account will effectively increase the local tip
speed ratio at the turbine, or conversely, the same tip speed ratio can be achieved at the
turbine for a lower tip speed ratio defined with the freestream velocity. The tip speed ratio
at the rotor is

Arotor =

UZ(^)

(2>13)

Now the critical and optimal tip speed ratios will be illustrated along with
experimental data and the effects of induction at the rotor.
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Verdant Power tested Lucid Energy GHTs in the tidal part of the Merrimac River
in Amesbury, MA [13]. In the technical report for this study, tip speed ratios for peak
power operating points and no-load (free-wheeling) operating points were presented. An
interesting observation was made when comparing the predicted critical and optimal tip
speed ratios defined in this paper, and the no load and peak power operating points of the
turbines that were tested. The specifications for the Lucid Energy GHT tested by Verdant
Power, along with predicted critical and optimal tip speed ratios at 1.5 m/s, are provided
in Tab. 2.2.

TABLE 2.2. Specifications of Lucid Energy Technologies, LLP Gorlov
Helical Turbine Tested by Verdant Power.
Specification
Diameter
Length
Blade chord
Blade sweep angle
Blade overlap
AcnY predicted by model
Xopt predicted by model

Dimension
lm
2.5m
140mm
67°
1.0
2.45
3.72

Figure 2.16 is a plot of tip speed ratio versus freestream velocity of the Verdant
experimental data as well as the predicted critical and optimal tip speed ratios for a
freestream velocity of 1.5 m/s. At first glance, there appears to be a correlation between
the no load (free-wheeling) operating point and the optimal tip speed ratio. The optimal
tip speed ratio appears to be the highest tip speed ratio a turbine attains under no load
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conditions, since a higher tip speed ratio would be a less desirable operating point. In
other words, it appears that a cross-flow axis turbine "wants to spin" at the optimal tip
speed ratio, if no load is applied to the turbine and therefore no power is extracted. The
decrease in tip speed ratio with increasing free stream velocity seen in the data could be
explained with increased drag on support struts, etc.
There also appears to be a correlation between the peak power operating point and
the critical tip speed ratio. Extracting shaft power from the turbine will reduce tip speed
ratio, and power extraction can only be increased until the turbine tip speed ratio
approaches the critical tip speed ratio. Further lowering tip speed ratio would push the
turbine into an operating regime with regions of negative torque during each rotation,
which would yield less power.
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FIGURE 2.16. Tip Speed Ratio vs. Freestream Velocity, the Circles and Squares are
Data Points From Verdant Power Tests on Lucd GHT. Solid Lines are Predicted
Critical and Optimal Tip Speed Ratios.
Now the data will be reconsidered acknowledging the effects of induction. Table
2.3 shows how the values of critical and optimal tip speed ratio change with increasing
induction factor for several free stream velocities. The table shows that the critical and
optimal tip speed ratios decrease with increasing induction factor and decrease with
increasing freestream velocity. Figure 2.17 shows the effect of induction on the critical
and optimal tip speed ratios with Verdant Power's experimental data from Fig. 2.16;
critical and optimal tip speed ratios in Fig. 2.17 are for a freestream speed of 1.5 m/s.
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TABLE 2.3. Effect of Induction on the Critical and Optimal Tip Speed Ratios for
Multiple Freestream Velocities.

Uinf
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

a=
Xcrit
2.86
2.45
2.24
2.18
2.16

a = 0.2
a = 0.4
0.0
a = 0.1
a = 0.3
a = 0.5
Xopt Xcrit Xopt Xcrit Xopt Xcrit Xopt Xcrit Xopt Xcrit Xopt
4.02 2.69 3.65 2.50 3.27 2.29 2.89 2.05 2.56 1.80 2.21
3.72 2.30 3.43 2.13 3.12 1.97 2.80 1.79 2.44 1.60 2.05
3.53 2.05 3.25 1.91 2.93 1.77 2.65 1.60 2.34 1.43 2.01
3.41 1.99 3.08 1.79 2.83 1.60 2.54 1.47 2.23 1.32 1.93
3.40 1.95 3.07 1.76 2.73 1.56 2.43 1.37 2.17 1.23 1.86
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As aforementioned, induction factor depends on the turbine loading; when there is
no loading the induction factor will be low and when there is high loading the induction
factor will be higher. One can make the observation that the optimal tip speed ratio for a
low induction factor (a = 0.1) is near the no load data and the optimal tip speed ratio for
a high induction factor (a = 0.5) falls close to the peak power data. In other words, for an
induction factor near 0.5, the water velocity at the rotor is sufficiently reduced to increase
the effective local tip speed ratio at the rotor (Xrotor) to the theoretical value of Xopt of
around 3.5.
A word of caution: It is not clear how some of the simplifications inherent in the
model affect the conclusions drawn regarding critical and optimal tip speed ratios in the
preceding sections. In particular, the effects of dynamic stall (as opposed to static stall
data used in model calculations) should help improve turbine operation and push what is
defined here as critical tip speed ratio to lower values. Since the hysteresis typically
observed for oscillating hydrofoil data [11] may offset the benefits of stall delay due to
dynamic stall somewhat, it remains to be investigated whether the values for critical and
optimal tip speed ratio would remain near the values shown in Figures 2.16 and 2.17.
Further, the induction factor is different for each foil position (here an average induction
factor across the turbine was consider), which further complicates the interpretation of
this observation. More data and investigation are necessary before final conclusions can
be drawn as to the significance of the critical and optimal tip speed ratios and
corresponding operating points. However, the general physical reasoning behind defining
the critical and optimal tip speed ratios will still hold true.
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CHAPTER III

TURBINE PERFORMANCE MODEL

3.1 Geometrically Derived Equations and Hydrofoil Data

Starting with known (chosen) parameters for turbine physical specifications
(height, diameter, chord, etc.), freestream velocity (£/»), rotational rate (co), and fluid
density (p); the angle of attack (a) and relative velocity (Wrei) are calculated for any angle
of rotation (9) about the axis of the turbine using Equations 2.6 and 2.7. Once the angle of
attack and Reynolds number based on Wrei are known, the coefficients of lift and drag are
found from a large data set (more in next paragraph) and the lift, drag and tangential
forces are calculated using Equations 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11. Power is then calculated using
the tangential force (Eq. 3.2). This is done for a full turbine rotation, in increments of
angle of rotation (6 = 0:360) that can be specified for a desired resolution, so that all of
these parameters are functions of rotation angle. Typically, one degree increments are
used.
The performance data (i.e., lift and drag data) used in the model was generated by
Sandia National Laboratories using wind tunnel data and extended with the airfoil code
XFOIL [10]. The data is in the form of coefficients of lift and drag (Q, and Co) as
functions of angle of attack for a full 360° rotation at 1° increments, and is provided for
many different airfoil shapes and a large range of Reynolds numbers. A linear
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interpolation is performed between the data sets for the NACA 0018 and NACA 0021 foil
shapes to create a data set for the NACA 0020 foil shape of the turbines used in
experimental investigations at UNH [14]. Using the equation for angle of attack, Eq.
(2.6), the extensive data tables are interpolated in two dimensions for angle of attack and
local Reynolds number based on blade velocity (Wrei) and effective chord to determine
the coefficients as functions of rotation angle 9.
As aforementioned in Chapter II, the data used throughout this body of work from
Sandia National Laboratories is static airfoil data. In reality, the turbine blades on a crossflow axis device will be experiencing dynamic stall once the blades are rotating. Ideally
dynamic stall data would be used throughout all of the calculations; however, there is not
enough data for the relevant foil shapes or Reynolds numbers. The limited data provided
by Sheng, et al. [11] points to an insignificant difference in stall angle between dynamic
and static stall. However, due to a lack of data, it is unknown whether much lower or
much higher Reynolds numbers will see greater effects as a result of dynamic stall.

3.2 Blade Element Theory
Blade Element Theory (BET) was originally conceived by William Froude in
1878 [2] as a way of predicting the performance of propellers. The blade is broken down
into small elements and the forces are determined for each of these elements. Then the
forces are integrated over the length of the blade and used to make predictions of
performance. Even though this theory was originally developed for propellers (in-stream
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axis devices) it can be successfully applied to cross-flow axis devices for the same
purpose.
The tangential force (FT) is calculated from Eq. (2.9) as a function of rotation
angle. This will be combined with BET to find the torque and power for the entire turbine
using

T = FT-R

(3.1)

P = T-a>

(3.2)

and

where R is the radius of the turbine and co is the angular frequency.
The model uses Blade Element Theory (BET) to determine the total force over the
length of the blade(s). BET breaks up the turbine blade (along its length) into small
elements and determines the forces on each element. The tangential force is integrated
over the full length of the blade to find the total tangential force on the blade. For
example, for a cross-flow axis turbine of lm diameter and 1.25m length and an overlap of
0.5, 60 blade elements are used. The number of blade elements is determined based on
the blade sweep angle, with the increment of rotation angle allowed between elements no
larger than 1°. This is performed for however many blades the turbine being modeled has,
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and from this torque and power are calculated for the entire turbine as functions of
rotation angle.

3.3 Experimental Calibration
Turbine rotational velocity and freestream velocity are not coupled in this model,
however in reality rotational velocity is a function of freestream velocity, as well as
torque applied/power extracted to/from the turbine. The relationship between the
rotational and freestream velocities is found by taking experimental data for a specific
turbine and fitting a curve to a plot of RPM (at peak power production) vs. freestream
velocity.
In real applications there are losses due to bearings, friction in the system, drag on
support struts, etc. that are not accounted for in this model. Also, in a blade element
model, momentum is not balanced in the equations and therefore the model over-predicts
power outputs. To account for these inaccuracies, another curve fit is found from a plot of
the power output of the model (with no losses/no momentum balance) vs. the
experimentally measured peak power. The correlation will not only account for losses,
but it will also account for the simplifying assumptions of neglecting turbine blade
wakes, turbine center shaft wake and flow deceleration within the turbine-blades on the
downstream half of the rotation will encounter lower velocities than on the upstream half
of the rotation. Note that these simplifying assumptions are inherent in all blade element
and blade element momentum models. The experimental calibration negates the need for
a streamtube or vortex analysis.
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The specifications for the turbine used to calibrate the model for this example are
shown in Tab. 3.1 below. The turbine was provided by Lucid Energy Technologies, LLP
and the data used for calibration were acquired by Lucid during a push test of the turbine
in open water. The turbine was mounted to the front of a barge and pushed through the
water at steady speeds [15].

TABLE 3.1. Specifications of Lucid Energy Technologies, LLP Turbine Used
for Experimental Calibration.
Specification
Diameter
Length
Blade chord
Blade sweep angle
Blade overlap

Dimension
lm
1.1m
140mm
67°
0A4

Figure 3.1 shows a comparison of the measured power during the push test with
the output of the model after it was calibrated. There is good agreement between the
model and the measured data at velocities relevant to most tidal turbine deployments ( <
3m./s), especially at lower velocities up to 2.5 m/s which is the region of interest for the
operating conditions of the turbine at the UNH Tidal Energy Test Site in the Great Bay
Estuary. The open-water push test data performance data has a significant amount of
scatter for higher velocities (>3 m/s), resulting in a weaker correlation.
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FIGURE 3.1. Comparison of Power Measured During Push Test of Turbine
and Calibrated Model Output.
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CHAPTER IV

BEM-STREAMTUBE MODELS FOR CROSS-FLOW AXIS TURBINES

4.1 Blade Element Momentum (BEM) Theory

BEM theory uses Blade Element Theory, discussed in Chapter III, and combines
it with conservation of streamwise momentum to account for the velocity deficit at the
turbine. This theory is well outlined in the text book by Manwell, McGowan and Rogers
[16] and is discussed below.
When the freestream flow approaches the turbine, it slows down due to a pressure
build up in front of the turbine, so the velocity at the turbine blades is not the freestream
velocity, but a reduced velocity. This reduced velocity depends on several parameters: the
magnitude of the freestream velocity, the physical characteristics of the turbine (i.e.
solidity, blade shape, etc.), rotational velocity of the blades, location of the blades, and
hydrofoil performance (i.e. CL and Co). Note that turbine rotational velocity and
hydrofoil performance (CL and Co) relate to turbine performance, or more specifically, to
a turbine operating point.
To find the reduced velocity at the turbine, first it is assumed that the turbine is an
infinitely thin (porous) disk in the plane normal to the flow1 (see Fig. 4.1). This is not a
very good approximation for cross-flow axis turbines, but it is sufficient for a first order

1
Note that for present-day performance modeling of large arrays of horizontal (m-stream) axis wind turbines, each turbine is
typically modeled as a porous disk This significantly reduces computational requirements (e g grid resolution) and makes numerical
simulations of large problems like this possible
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approximation; BEM theory was originally derived and used for in-stream (horizontal)
axis turbines where the porous disk approach is a better approximation. BEM theory is
still at the core of present-day design models for large, horizontal-axis wind turbines. A
control volume is defined which includes the turbine rotor and the fluid that passes
through the rotor, from some distance upstream to some distance downstream. The
control volume boundaries are then the surface of a streamtube, and the only flow is
across the ends of the streamtube.
This analysis uses the following assumptions:
•

Homogenous, incompressible, steady state fluid flow

•

No frictional drag

•

An infinite number of blades

•

Uniform thrust over the disk area

•

A non-rotating wake

•

The static pressure far upstream and far downstream of the rotor is equal to the
undisturbed ambient static pressure
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Stream tube boundary
\

FIGURE 4.1. Actuator Disk Model of a Turbine; U, Mean Fludi Velocity; 1,2,3 and 4
Indicate Loctaions [16].

Conservation of linear momentum is applied to the control volume to find the net
force on its contents. This force is equal and opposite to the force on the turbine which is
called thrust (= disk drag) which is the force of the fluid on the turbine. From the
conservation of linear momentum for a one-dimensional, incompressible, time-invariant
flow, the thrust is equal and opposite to the change in momentum of the flow stream:

Thrust = l/ 1 (pi4t/) 1 - U*(pAU)4

(4.1)

where U is velocity, p is fluid density, A is the cross sectional area and the numbers 1 and
4 indicate the far upstream and far down stream locations respectively. (For derivation
see Appendix A).
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From conservation of mass for steady flow,

JcspU-dA

=0

(4.2)

a relation for the mass flow rates at the entrance and exit to the control volume can be
found:

(pAU)± = (pAU)4 = m

(4.3)

where m is the mass flow rate. Substituting back into Eq. 4.1:

Thrust = mQJ^ - U4)

(4.4)

The thrust is positive so the velocity downstream of the rotor (U4) must be less
than the freestream velocity (Uj). No work is done on either side of the rotor. Thus the
control volume can be broken up into two control volumes on either side of and
excluding the rotor disk and Bernoulli's equation can be written for each side. Bernoulli's
equation is derived by integrating the Euler equations (Navier-Stokes equations without
viscous terms) along a streamline. Bernoulli's equation can also be derived from the
energy equation. Since it is an integration of a conservation equation for the rate of
change of momentum (equal to a force), it becomes an equation governing the
conservation of mechanical energy for an inviscid flow. A streamtube is a spatial
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generalization of a streamline, and Bernoulli's equation can be written between any two
cross-stream planes of the streamtube, excluding the rotor.

In the control volume

upstream of the disk:

Pi+12pU12=p2+i2pU22

(4.5)

In the control volume downstream of the disk:

p3+-2pU32=p4+-2pU42

(4.6)

where it is assumed that far upstream and far downstream the pressures are equal (pi=p4)
and that the velocity across the disk remains the same (U2 = £/?).
The thrust can also be expressed as the net sum of the forces on each side of the
actuator disk:

Thrust = A2(p2 - p 3 )

(4.7)

Solving for (p2 - ps) using Equations 4.3 and 4.4 and substituting that into Eqn.
4.5, one obtains:

Thrust = \pA2(\]2
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- U42)

(4.8)

Equating the thrust from Equations 4.2 and 4.6 and recognizing that the mass flow rate is
A2U2, one obtains:

U2 = M H i

(4.9)

Thus, the flow velocity at the rotor plane, using this simple actuator disk model, is
the average of the upstream and downstream velocities.
If an axial induction factor, a, is defined as the fractional decrease in velocity
between the freestream and velocity at the rotor,

a = ^

(4.10)

then the velocities at the rotor and downstream of the rotor can be written as:

U2 = U1(l-a)

(4.11)

U4 = U±(l - 2a)

(4.12)

From Equations 4.6, 4.9, and 4.10, the axial thrust on the disk is:
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Thrust = -2pAU2\\a(\-

a)]

(4.13)

Finding axial induction factor, the velocity at the rotor and the axial force on the
rotor can be predicted by knowing the freestream velocity. The actuator disk method uses
a single streamtube. To increase accuracy one can break up the control volume into many
streamtubes, find the axial induction factor, a, and calculate the thrust for each
streamtube. This is called a single disk multiple streamtube model and will be discussed
in detail in the next section.
An adaptation for cross-flow axis turbines is to use two disks (one at the upstream
face of the turbine and one at the downstream face) to further increase accuracy of
predictions. Velocity decreases as it passes through the turbine, so the blades on the
downstream half of the rotation will see even lower velocities than the upstream blades.
A model of this type is called a double disk streamtube model, but it is not investigated in
this thesis [17].

4.2 Single Disk Multiple Streamtube Model
Strickland [18] in 1975 developed the single disk multiple streamtube model for
cross-flow axis turbines, specifically Darrieus (jump-rope style) turbines. Instead of
considering one streamtube that contains the entire turbine, the control volume is broken
up into many streamtubes that pass through the turbine. Using geometrically derived
equations (see Chapter II) and a non-dimensional equation for the streamwise force (or
thrust) an iterative method can be solved for the interference factor and therefore the
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reduced velocity at the turbine for each streamtube. The average torque on the turbine is
calculated with the reduced velocity and the coefficient of power is then found from the
average torque.
A model based on the derivations and descriptions of Strickland [18] was created
in MATLAB. The results of Strickland's paper were duplicated very closely using the
data provided in the paper and filling in some of the gaps in his description. The
comparison between Strickland's original output (digitized) and the duplicate model are
shown in Figure 4.2. Note that this plot is for a solidity of 0.36 as defined by this paper;
Strickland defined solidity based on radius instead of diameter, so it is twice the value
compared to the solidity calculated with Eq. 2.8. This solidity, while lower than that of
the hydrokinetic turbines investigated here, was chosen for comparison because it is one
of the solidities of interest in Strickland's paper on streamtube modeling.
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FIGURE 4.2. Power Coefficient Comparison Between Digitized Output From
Strickland [18] and a Duplicate Model Created by the Author. For 2 Blade Turbine,
Nc/R = 0AS.
The slight difference in the curves could be due to several differences and/or
unknowns between the original and duplicate models. First and foremost, the Strickland
output was digitized by taking single points off a printout of the plot from his paper; there
is an error associated in doing so. Second, in his paper, Strickland does not address how
he dealt with calculations at angles where there is a division by zero in some equations;
therefore, it is not certain that they were dealt with the same as in the duplicate where CL
and CD values are hard coded in (forced to be specific CL and CD values) because these
points correspond with 9=0 and a=0. Third, he also does not address how exactly the
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normal and tangential coefficient data were selected once the angle of attack is
calculated; e.g., it could be found by interpolating, or it could be found by selecting the
closest value, etc. The duplicate uses linear interpolation. Considering these differences
and sources of error, the performance curve calculated with duplicate model curve can be
considered a very close match to the original Strickland output, hence it is concluded that
the duplicate model is running correctly. Note that the duplicate model is hereafter
referred to as Strickland's model.
For comparison to the experimentally calibrated model outlined in previous
chapters, Strickland's model was adapted to run for H-Darrieus turbines (straight blades)
rather than the jump-rope shaped (curved blades) that the model was originally developed
for. The predictions for a straight blade turbine will be the same as for a helical blade
turbine because the coefficient of power is averaged over the height and rotation of the
turbine, as long as the effective chord for each turbine is the same.
The Strickland model is very sensitive to solidity (Nc/R as defined by Strickland,
but more commonly Nc/D), and is only applicable for low to medium solidities (the
Darrieus wind turbines of that era had very low solidity). As solidity increases the model
is unable to converge on a value for interference factor before the solution becomes
unrealistic (velocity at the turbine goes to infinity). The model fails before the solidity of
the turbines used by UNH can be reached, and for this purpose the Strickland model does
not produce a useful comparison.
A modified single disk multiple streamtube model for cross-flow turbines was
published online by Kah Liang [19]. He combined Strickland's model with the Glauert
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empirical formula and added a different method for finding the interference factor. The
method for finding the interference factor outlined by Strickland is only correct up to a
value of 0.4, after which it is an unrealistic. Kah Liang uses a linear approximation of
Glauert's empirical formula for interference factor values above 0.4.

Cmrust = 4 a ( l - a)
26

0 < a < 0.4

(4.14)

4

CThrust = -sa + -

a>0A

(4.15)

Kah Liang also uses a different method to solve for the interference factor. Strickland
used iteration which allows the solution to go to infinity if it cannot converge. Kah Liang
uses the convergence bisection method to solve for interference factor which does not
seem to have the problems that Strickland's model had.
The Strickland-Glauert model allows for exploration of higher solidities than
Strickland's model, up to the solidity of the turbines examined by UNH. Figure 4.3
shows a plot of power coefficient as a function of tip speed ratio at a free stream velocity
of 2 m/s as predicted by the Strickland-Glauert model.
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FIGURE 4.3. Power Coefficient as a Function of Tip Speed Ratio for a Freestream
Velocity of 2 m/s and a Solidity of 0.42.

The general shape and peak location seem to be reasonable; however, the
maximum power coefficient seems to be too high. Experimental data at lower velocities
(up to 1.4 m/s) was acquired in the UNH tow tank for one of these turbines. When
compared on the same plot, a significant difference in maximum power coefficient can be
seen. Figure 4.4 shows power coefficient vs. tip speed ratio for the Strickland-Glauert
model and the tow tank results for a turbine with a solidity of 0.42 at freestream velocity
of 1.33 m/s.
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FIGURE 4.4. Power Coefficient as a Function of Tip Speed Ratio for a Freestream
Velocity of 1.33 m/s and a Solidity of 0.42. UNH Tow Tank Experimental Data is
Also Shown for Same Parameters.

Even though the experimental data is reduced significantly the general shape is preserved
and the location of the peak of maximum power coefficient is very close (<5%
difference). The Cp point corresponding to the lowest tip speed ratio is assumed to be the
peak power coefficient because that is the maximum load that can be applied to the
turbine without stopping the blades from spinning, due to the setup of the UNH tow
carriage. To get Cp data at lower tip speed ratios, one would have to apply external power
to the turbine to keep it spinning.
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The single disk multiple streamtube model over-predicts the coefficient of power,
but the general characteristics and shape are similar and the location of the peak power
coefficient (in terms of tip speed ratio) is very close experimental data. This model is not
recommended for accurate modeling of cross-flow axis turbines; however, it does provide
insight as to how they behave and presents a peak power coefficient location that is
reasonable for near 1 m/s and above. At lower velocities, the general shape is still similar,
but the location of maximum Cp becomes less accurate. This is most likely because the
blades are experiencing Reynolds numbers lower than 40,000 (the lowest Reynolds
number for the data used). In this case the model is forced to use the lowest available
Reynolds number data, and as the velocities continue to get lower the predictions will
become less and less accurate. (Effect can be seen in Appendix B.)
Two examples of insight provided by the Strickland-Glauert model are shown
below. Figure 4.5 shows how power coefficient is affected by increasing solidity while
keeping the chord constant (i.e. increasing TV or D). As solidity increases, the peak power
coefficient occurs at lower and lower tip speed ratios which makes physical sense
because as solidity is increased the axial induction factor increases and therefore the peak
power that can be extracted will occur at a lower tip speed ratio. Strickland's paper on his
single disk multiple streamtube model shows a similar trend for the effects of solidity
[18]. Figure 4.6 shows how the power coefficient is affected when the Reynolds number
is varied while the solidity is kept constant. As the free stream velocity (and therefore
Reynolds number) is decreased the peak power coefficient decreases and moves to higher
tip speed ratios.
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FIGURE 4.5. Power Coefficient as a Function of Tip Speed Ratio with Varying
Solidity While Chord is kept Constant (c = 0.14m).
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FIGURE 4.6. Power Coefficient as a Function of Tip Speed Ratio for Constant
Solidity of 0.42 while Freestream Velocity, and Therefore Reynolds Number, is Varied.

Even though the single disk multiple streamtube model over-predicts the power
coefficient, it is still a very useful tool in understanding how cross-flow axis turbines
work and how the power coefficient will be affected when certain parameters are varied
and others are held constant.
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4.3 Comparison of Single Disk Streamtube and Experimentally Calibrated Models
The common way to compare models that predict the performance of turbines is
to compare the power coefficient vs. tip speed ratio plots. Unfortunately, the nature of the
experimentally calibrated model does not allow for predictions over a wide range of tip
speed ratios. The freestream speed and RPM are coupled using a curve fit, and the fit is
only good for the range of data used. The data used to find the fit is the maximum Cp
values at given freestream speeds; therefore, the range of tip speed ratios is very small
since the turbine is assumed to be operating at peak performance. This makes a valuable
comparison of Cp vs. tip speed ratio between the two models impossible.
The experimentally calibrated model was developed with the intent of predicting
the performance of cross-flow axis turbines, operating at peak power conditions, at an
actual site where velocities are well documented (for example UNH's General Sullivan
Bridge site). The best way to compare the two models is to evaluate their predictions for
a turbine over a full tidal cycle at the General Sullivan Bridge site using the velocity data
gathered there.
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CHAPTER V

MODEL PREDICTIONS FOR TIDAL ENERGY SITE

5.1 Test Site Data

Once the model is calibrated (c.f. Chapter III), time series velocity data for a tidal
site of interest can be input into the model and a prediction of power/energy production at
the site can be obtained. The tidal site used in this calculation is Tidal Energy Test Site of
the Center for Ocean Renewable Energy at University of New Hampshire (UNH-CORE).
This site is located at the General Sullivan Bridge (GSB) in the Great Bay Estuary in
New Hampshire. It is an ideal test site for intermediate scale tidal turbines (up to 4m
diameter), because it is at a bottle-neck in the tidal estuary where large amounts of water
must pass though this narrow gap from Great Bay out to the ocean and vice versa. About
44.7x106 m3 of water from the Great Bay Estuary must pass though a cross-sectional area
of 1860 m at the General Sullivan Bridge every tidal cycle [20].
Velocity data at the GSB test site was acquired by a long-term bottom deployed
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) [21]. Velocity measurements were taken
every 6 minutes throughout the entire water column in half meter bin increments. (ADCP
produces no valid data for interference regions close to the instrument and near surface,
but these regions are not of interest for turbine deployment.) Velocities observed at the
test site at a sufficient distance from the bottom can get as high as 2.5 m/s and typically
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reach above 2 m/s during each tidal cycle. There is over 1,000 hours (>40 days) of data in
this particular data set.

5.2 Power and Energy Predictions
As mentioned previously, the experimentally calibrated blade element model was
calibrated with data provided by Lucid Energy Technologies, LLP for their 1.1 m2, 67°
helical sweep turbine. The data for the calibration was acquired doing a push test with the
turbine mounted to a barge. The model predicts, for a full lunar cycle (30 days), that this
turbine would produce 654.8 kWh of energy; an average power of about 0.9 kW The 1.1
m turbine deployed at this site would provide enough energy to power the average home
in New Hampshire, which requires 623 kWh according to the Department of Energy in
2009 [22].
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the model's predicted power output over time in blue
and the ADCP measured velocity over time in green. Figure 5.1 shows the full lunar
cycle, whereas Fig. 5.2 shows a smaller time window for better viewing. As expected,
power output rises and falls with the velocity as the tide comes in and goes out. There are
sharp drops to zero and steep rises from zero on either side of the power curves. These
coincide with the lower velocity limit, below which the turbine cannot produce useful
power - the so-called cut-in speed. This velocity is estimated to be ~1 m/s based on tow
tests of Lucid GHTs performed at UNH [14].
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FIGURE 5.1. Experimentally Calibrated Model Predicted Power Output of Turbine
and ADCP Measured Freestream Velocity Over Time for a Full Lunar Cycle.
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FIGURE 5.2. Experimentally Calibrated Model Predicted Power Output of Turbine
and ADCP Measured Freestream Velocity Over Time for About 1.5 Tidal Cycles.

For comparison, predictions for the same turbine specifications and flow velocity
data are found using the Strickland-Glauert model. For the full lunar cycle (30 days) this
model predicts that the prescribed turbine would produce 701.3 kWh; an average power
of 0.974 kW. As expected, there is an increase in the predicted power output; however, it
is a smaller increase than anticipated. There is only a 7.1% increase in the predicted
energy production by the Strickland-Glauert model.
Figure 5.3 shows a similar plot to Figs. 5.1. It can be seen that the StricklandGlauert model predicts much higher power at times when velocity is highest and lower
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power when velocities are lowest as compared to the experimentally calibrated model
which mirrors the velocity curve precisely. If one were to use these models to predict
over a shorter period of time, they may produce much different answers; however, if they
are compared over a long enough time period, they predict very similar outputs.

FIGURE 5.3. Strickland-Glauert Model Predicted Power Output of Turbine and
ADCP Measured Freestream Velocity Over Time for a Full Lunar Cycle.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Operating Characteristics of Cross-Flow Axis Turbines

Several parametric analyses were performed throughout this thesis to investigate
the trends of important parameters for cross-flow axis turbines. The accuracy of some of
the examined parameters suffers due to simplifications; however, the trends themselves
are very useful in understanding how cross-flow axis turbine operations change for
varying conditions. For example, one might think that torque and power output for a
turbine will continue to increase as tip speed ratio increases, but through a parametric
analysis of a(9,X), CiJCD(9,Re) and

CT(9,X)

it is shown that the performance of the turbine

begins to decline if tip speed ratio increases beyond a certain point.
An analysis of the effect of the helical sweeping of cross-flow axis turbine blades
on torque variation, or "torque ripple", as a turbine rotates is also performed. Three
different turbines are investigated: a straight blade turbine, a half overlap helical turbine,
and a full overlap helical turbine. It is shown for these three turbines with the same
specifications (i.e. height, diameter, effective chord, blade shape) that the torque variation
with rotation angle is greatly reduced by the helical blades and is almost non-existent for
the full overlap turbine. However, the average torque for all three cases is the same
meaning that there is no advantage in performance for helical turbines.
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6.2 Critical and Optimal Tip Speed Ratios
Two tip speed ratios of interest were defined based on analysis of cross-flow axis
turbine performance and stall characteristics. The critical tip speed ratio is defined as the
tip speed ratio above which regions of negative torque no longer exist for O°<0<18O° and
180°<#<360°. The optimal tip speed ratio is defined as the tip speed ratio at which the
coefficient of torque, averaged over one rotation, is at a maximum. These tip speed ratios
are turbine specific and can be found graphically for a given turbine. One initial
observation when comparing to an experimental data set seems to indicate that a crossflow axis turbine will spin near its optimal tip speed ratio under no load conditions and
near its critical tip speed ratio under peak power extraction. However, this observation
does not take into account the effect of induction.
Induction is the fractional decrease of velocity at the turbine rotor, and it reduces
the critical and optimal tip speed ratios as the induction factor increases (velocity at the
turbine decreases). The optimal tip speed ratio with a low induction factor (corresponding
to low load on the turbine) aligns nicely with the no-load tip speed ratio data, and the
optimal tip speed ratio with high induction factor (corresponding to high load on the
turbine) is very close to the peak power data.
The tip speed ratios corresponding to no-load and peak power conditions for a
cross-flow axis turbine are important operating points for characterizing the turbine. It
appears that there may be a correlation between the critical and optimal tip speed ratios
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defined in this thesis, but a more detailed study will have to be performed to verify this
premise.

6.3 Turbine Performance Model
An analytical/numerical model to predict performance of cross-flow axis turbines
in tidal flows was developed and initial results were presented. The model uses derived
governing equations, lift and drag data, Blade Element Theory and an experimental
calibration to make energy and power predictions for tidal turbines at tidal energy sites.
Some initial performance data for the turbine of interest is required to experimentally
calibrate the model; typically data obtained from a scale model of reasonable size in a
tow tank should be sufficient. For example, UNH-CORE recently developed a turbine
test bed for its tow tank, which can be used to obtain calibration data for the model. The
model can then be used to gain additional physical insight and predict performance at
UNH-CORE's tidal energy test site before a larger version of the turbine is built and
tested.
The performance predictions at the UNH-CORE tidal site are a good example of
the capabilities of the experimentally calibrated model. The experimentally calibrated
model is compared to a single disk multiple streamtube model and the long term energy
production predictions are very close (less than 10% difference). However, short term
predictions can be very different. The single disk multiple streamtube model is known to
over predict power coefficient, so verification in another form is recommended. For
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example, the turbine used in the model could be tested at the UNH-CORE Tidal Energy
Test Site to verify the accuracy of the model. Another way to evaluate the validity of the
experimentally calibrated model is to develop a double disk multiple streamtube model
(which is much more accurate) and compare the models predictions.

6.4 Future work
Much more work needs to be done in the investigation on the critical and optimal
tip speed ratios and their possible correlation with the no-load and peak power operating
points of cross-flow axis turbines. A more thorough study of multiple turbines with data
for tip speed ratio vs. freestream velocity must be performed, as well as a study of the
effects of dynamic stall on cross-flow axis turbine blades before it can be determined
whether or not the defined critical and optimal tip speed ratios are operating points of
interest.
UNH-CORE is currently developing a tidal turbine test barge for the General
Sullivan Bridge test site on the Piscataqua River in New Hampshire. Once the test barge
is operational, a similar cross-flow axis turbine to the one specified in this thesis should
be deployed for a full tidal cycle in order to validate the experimental model described.
Dynamic stall should be addressed in more detail to determine the effect it has on
foil performance data for varying oscillation frequencies at different Reynolds numbers.
The difference between using static stall data instead of dynamic stall data is likely to be
significant for some ranges of Reynolds number and oscillation frequencies.
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Further investigation of Blade Element Momentum models is recommended,
especially double disk multiple streamtube models. With these models, the results for the
downstream half of blade rotation (180°<#<360°) changes significantly as this model
allows for a reduced water velocity, and therefore physically more accurate reduced
forces and torque, in this region [6]. Double disk multiple streamtube models are known
to be significantly more accurate than single multiple stream tube models, and would be
good for comparison to the experimentally calibrated model described in this thesis.
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APPENDIX

A. Derivations

A.1 Power Derivation
Take a control volume around a turbine (as in Fig. 4.1) and write the integral
energy equation for the control volume,

p+

Q = ttcs{ui+RP+l o 2 + v 2 + w 2 y ) py • dA

(AJ)

where P is mechanical power, Q is rate of heat transfer added to the control volume, w, is
the internal energy, p is the pressure, p is the density and u, v, and w are the velocities in
Cartesian coordinates, V is the velocity vector and A is cross-sectional area.
The flow is assumed to be frictionless and there is therefore not change in internal
energy from the inlet to the outlet. It is also assumed that there is no heat transfer and the
velocity is only in one direction. The integral energy equation can be reduced to

p

=*(X 2 X-X 2 -7)

(A 2

- >

where the mass flow rate m = pUA, U is velocity, and I and 4 refer to positions upstream
and downstream of the turbine as in Fig. 4.1.
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To capture all available power in the flow, the velocity downstream of the turbine
must be zero. Also assume that the pressure upstream and downstream of the turbine are
the same (pj =p4). Applying this to Eq. A.2

1

^theoretical

=

3

'PAUco

(A.3)

where Ua0=U1. [23]

A.2 Thrust Derivation
Start with the Conservation of Linear Momentum for a control volume (see Fig.
4.1).

F

s + Fb=yt

fcs updV + j c s upU-dA

(A.4)

where Fs is surface force, Fb is body force, u is velocity in the streamwise direction, p is
density, P~is volume, U is the velocity vector and A is the cross-sectional area.
It is assumed that there are no body forces (Fb = 0) and it is a steady flow (the first term
on the right hand side = 0). Also, the surface force is equal and opposite to the thrust.

Thrust = -Fs = - fcs upU • dA
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(A.5)

Since the top and bottom of the control volume are stream lines, there can be no flow
across them and the integral can be written as:

Trust = Ux(pAU)t - U4(pAU)4

(A.6)

where U is velocity and the numbers 1 and 4 indicate the far upstream and far down
stream boundaries of the control volume respectively.

B. Single Multiple Streamtube Model Comparison with UNH Tow Tank Data

As mentioned in Chapter IV, the location of maximum Cp predicted by the
Strickland-Glauert model is accurate for flow velocities above 1 m/s. However, when the
velocity is lower than 1 m/s, the location of maximum Cp is not predicted well. The
inaccuracy at lower velocities is most likely attributed to the lower bound of Reynolds
number data (CL and Co values) available for this model. The lowest available Reynolds
number data set is for i?e=40,000. If the Reynolds number based on relative velocity is
below this value, the model is forced to use the lowest possible Reynolds number data
and the accuracy will suffer.
Figures B.1-B.4 show experimental Cp data taken in the UNH tow tank at
multiple velocities and compared with predictions by the Strickland-Glauert model for
the same velocities. The described trend can be seen: as the freestream velocity
decreases, the accuracy of the prediction of the location of maximum Cp decreases.
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FIGURE B.l. Power Coefficient as a Function of Tip Speed Ratio for a Freestream
Velocity of 1.29 m/s and a Solidity of 0.42. UNH Tow Tank Experimental Data is
Also Shown for Same Parameters.
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FIGURE B.2. Power Coefficient as a Function of Tip Speed Ratio for a Freestream
Velocity of 1.09 m/s and a Solidity of 0.42. UNH Tow Tank Experimental Data is
Also Shown for Same Parameters.
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FIGURE B.3. Power Coefficient as a Function of Tip Speed Ratio for a Freestream
Velocity of 0.89 m/s and a Solidity of 0.42. UNH Tow Tank Experimental Data is
Also Shown for Same Parameters.
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FIGURE B.4. Power Coefficient as a Function of Tip Speed Ratio for a Freestream
Velocity of 0.69 m/s and a Solidity of 0.42. UNH Tow Tank Experimental Data is
Also Shown for Same Parameters.

C. Sample Codes

Included are examples of MATLAB codes used in this body of work.

Cl
%Characteristics of vertical axis turbine for NACA 0020 foil
%with 3 helical blades, 2m below the surface using data from the
General Sullivan Bridge test site acquired from an ADCP
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clear
clc
%Vinf=1.232;
(m/s)
R=0.5;
c=0.14;
ovrlp=0.44;
bldnmbr=3;
rho=1025;
1=1.1;
(m)
A=c*l;
(mA2)
Lovrlp=2*pi*R*(360*ovrlp/bldnmbr)/360;
gamma=atand(l/Lovrlp);
dLovrlp=Lovrlp-(1/360)*2*pi*R;
dl=l-(dLovrlp*tand(gamma));
ceff=c/sind(gamma);
dA=ceff*dl;

%Free stream velocity
%Radius of turbine(m)
%Chord length of foil (m)
%Overlap of blades
%Number of blades
%Density(kg/mA3)
%Length of turbine blade
%Planform area of blade
%Projected blade length
%Sweep angle (deg)
%Vertical increment
%Horizontal increment
%Effective chord length
Hncremental area

%Preallocate vectors
Cl=zeros(1,720);
Cd=zeros(1,720) ;
Cl_intl=zeros(1,359) ;
Cl_int2=zeros(1,359);
Cd_intl=zeros(1,359);
Cd_int2=zeros(1,359);
Ll=zeros(1,121);
L2=zeros(1,121);
L3=zeros (1,121) ;
Dl=zeros(1,121);
D2=zeros(1,121);
D3=zeros (1,121);
FTl=zeros(1,121);
FT2=zeros(1,121);
FT3=zeros (1,121);
T=zeros(7200,360);
Tl=zeros(1,121);
T2=zeros(1,121);
T3=zeros(1,121);
Pavg=zeros(1,7200);
Pdt=zeros(1,7200);
P=zeros(7200,360);
Vinf=zeros(1,360);
RPM=zeros(1,7200);
revs=zeros(1,7200);
Ptheor=zeros(1,7200);
Pcorr=zeros(1,7200);
Cp=zeros(1,7200);
Vavg=zeros(1,7200);
TSR=zeros(1,7200);
load('liftdrag0020RE');

%CL and CD data
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%Velocity data in (cm/s)

load('ADCP vel');
%color='kbrgcm';

%Reynolds numbers for which there is data
%(each corresponds to a column in liftdrag0020RE)
RE=[40000, 80000, 160000, 360000, 700000, 1000000, 2000000, 5000000];
n=l;
dt=6;

%Time between ADCP data points (min) - "time step"

k=dl ;
tic
for t=l:l:7200;
if Uinf(t,1)>115;

%Condition for cut-in speed

[~,topbin]=findheight(Uinf,t);

%Finds location of water

surface
%in velocity data
theta=0:1:35 9;

%Angle of rotation

%Vinf=0.01*Uinf(t,topbin-3);
Vavg(t)=0.01*(Uinf(t,topbin-3)+Uinf(t, topbin-4) . . .
+Uinf(t,topbin-5))/3; %Average free stream velocity
%accross the turbine blades
RPM(t)=-4.55*Vavg(t)A4+47.58*Vavg(t)A3-190.13. . .
*Vavg(t)A2+406.43*Vavg(t)-268.19; %Correlation curve
fitting
%for specific turbine
w=RPM(t)*(pi/30);
wR=w*R;
revs(t)=RPM(t)*dt;

%Radial frequency(rad/sec)
%Angular velocity (m/s)
%Number of revolutions per time

step
Ptheor(t)=rho*R*l*Vavg(t)~3;

%Theoretical power available in

TSR(t)=wR/Vavg(t);

%Tip speed ratio

flow

%Realtive wind (velocity)
Wrel=(Vinf^2+2*Vinf*wR*cosd(theta)+wR.A2). A 0.5;
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%Angle of attack in degrees
alpha=atand((Vinf*sind(theta))./(wR+Vinf*cosd(theta)));
Re=Wrel(1)*ceff/lE-6;
if (Re<=40000)

%Reynolds Number
%Use lower limit of data if RE #
%is lower than lower limit

C1(1)=CL(1,1);
Cd(l)=CD(l,l);
else
%Finds the reynolds value with data above and below
calculated
lvalue and their indices
[REhi,RElo,high,low]=REhighlow(RE,Re);
%Interpolates between RE #'s, for CL and CD data
Cl(l)=lininterp2(CL(l,low),CL(l,high),RElo,REhi,Re);
Cd(l)=lininterp2(CD(l,low),CD(l,high) , RElo,REhi, Re) ;
end
j=2;
for theta=l:1:18 0,•
%Allows using avergae velocity accross height of turbine as
%well as using a different velocity for each bin (size dl)
if k<(0.5-dl)
%Vinf=0.01*Uinf(t,topbin-3);
Vavg(t)=0.01*(Uinf(t, topbin-3)+Uinf(t, topbin-4) ...
+Uinf(t,topbin-5))/3;
RPM(t)=-4.55*Vavg(t)A4+47.58*Vavg(t)A3-190.13...
*Vavg(t) A2+406.4 3*Vavg(t)-2 68.19;
w=RPM(t)*(pi/30);
wR=w*R;
revs(t)=RPM(t)*dt;
end
if (0.5-dl)<k<(1.0-dl)
%Vinf=0.01*Uinf(t,topbin-4);
Vavg(t)=0.01*(Uinf(t,topbin-3)+Uinf(t, topbin-4) .. .
+Uinf(t,topbin-5))/3;
RPM(t)=-4.55*Vavg(t)^4+47.58*Vavg(t)"3-190.13...
*Vavg(t)A2+406.4 3*Vavg(t)-268.19;
w=RPM(t)*(pi/30) ;
wR=w*R;
revs(t)=RPM(t)*dt;
end
if (1.0-dl)<k<(1.5-dl)
%Vinf=0.01*Uinf(t,topbin-5);
Vavg(t)=0.01*(Uinf(t,topbin-3)+Uinf(t,topbin-4)...
+Uinf(t,topbin-5))/3;
RPM(t)=-4.55*Vavg(t)A4+47.58*Vavg(t)A3-190.13...
*Vavg(t)A2+4 0 6.4 3*Vavg(t)-2 68.19;
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w=RPM(t)*(pi/30);
wR=w*R;
revs(t)=RPM(t)*dt;
end
Wrel2=(VinfA2+2*Vinf*wR*cosd(theta)+wRA2).A0.5;
Re=Wrel(j)*ceff/1E-6;
alpha2=atand((Vinf*sind(theta))./(wR+Vinf*cosd(theta)))+l;
alpha3=floor(alpha2);
alpha4=ceil(alpha2);
if (Re<=40000)
Cl(j)=lininterp2(CL(alpha3,low),CL(alpha4, low) ...
,alpha3,alpha4,alpha2);
Cd(j)=lininterp2(CD(alpha3,low),CD(alpha4 , low) ...
,alpha3,alpha4,alpha2);
else
%2-D interpolation (angle of attack and RE #)
[REhi,RElo,high,low]=REhighlow(RE,Re);
Cl_intl(j)=lininterp2(CL(alpha3,low),CL(alpha4,low)...
, alpha3,alpha4,alpha2);
Cd_intl(j)=lininterp2(CD(alpha3,low),CD(alpha4,low)...
,alpha3,alpha4,alpha2);
Cl_int2(j)=lininterp2(CL(alpha3,high),CL(alpha4, high) ...
,alpha3,alpha4,alpha2);
Cd_int2(j)=lininterp2(CD(alpha3,high),CD(alpha4,high)...
,alpha3,alpha4,alpha2);
Cl(j)=lininterp2(Cl_intl(j),Cl_int2(j) , RElo, REhi, Re) ;
Cd(j)=lininterp2(Cd_intl(j),Cd_int2(j),RElo,REhi,Re);
end

k=k+dl;
end
Re=Wrel(181)*ceff/lE-6;
if (Re<=40000)
C1(360)=CL(1,1);
Cd(360)=CD(l,1);
else
[REhi, RElo, high, low]=REhighlow(RE,Re) ;
Cl(181)=lininterp2(CL(l,low),CL(l,high),RElo,REhi,Re);
Cd(181)=lininterp2(CD(1,low),CD(1,high),RElo, REhi, Re);
end
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k=dl ;
for theta=182:1:359;
if k<(0.5-dl)
%Vinf=0.01*Uinf(t,topbin-3);
Vavg(t)=0.01*(Uinf(t,topbin-3)+Uinf(t, topbin-4)
+Uinf(t,topbin-5))/3;
RPM(t)=-4.55*Vavg(t)A4 + 4 7.58*Vavg(t)A3-190.13. .
*Vavg(t)A2 + 406.43 *Vavg(t)-2 68.19;
w=RPM(t)*(pi/30);
wR=w*R;
revs(t)=RPM(t)*dt;
end
if (0.5-dl)<k<(1.0-dl)
%Vinf=0.01*Uinf(t,topbin-4);
Vavg(t)=0.01*(Uinf(t,topbin-3)+Uinf(t,topbin-4)
+Uinf(t,topbin-5))/3;
RPM(t)=-4.55*Vavg(t)A4+4 7.58*Vavg(t)A3-190.13..
*Vavg(t)A2+4 06.43*Vavg(t)-268.19;
w=RPM(t)*(pi/30);
wR=w*R;
revs(t)=RPM(t)*dt;
end
if (1.0-dl)<k<(1.5-dl)
%Vinf=0.01*Uinf(t,topbin-5);
Vavg(t)=0.01*(Uinf(t,topbin-3)+Uinf(t,topbin-4)
+Uinf(t,topbin-5))/3;
RPM(t)=-4.55*Vavg(t)A4+4 7.58*Vavg(t)A3-190.13..
*Vavg(t)A2+406.4 3*Vavg(t)-268.19;
w=RPM(t)*(pi/30);
wR=w*R;
revs(t)=RPM(t)*dt;
end
Wrel2=(VinfA2+2*Vinf*wR*cosd(theta)+wRA2).A0.5;
Re=Wrel(j)*ceff/1E-6;

alpha2=abs(atand((Vinf*sind(theta))./(wR+Vinf*cosd(theta))))+l;
alpha3=floor(alpha2);
alpha4=ceil(alpha2);
if (Re<=40000)
Cl(j)=-lininterp2(CL(alpha3,low),CL(alpha4,low)...
,alpha3,alpha4,alpha2);
Cd(j)=lininterp2(CD(alpha3,low),CD(alpha4,low)...
,alpha3,alpha4,alpha2);
else
%2-D interpolation (angle of attack and RE #)
[REhi,RElo,high,low]=REhighlow(RE,Re);
Cl_intl(j)=lininterp2(CL(alpha3,low),CL(alpha4 , low)
,alpha3,alpha4,alpha2);
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Cd_intl(j)=lininterp2(CD(alpha3,low),CD(alpha4,low)...
,alpha3,alpha4,alpha2);
int2(j)=lininterp2(CL(alpha3,high),CL(alpha4 , high) ...
,alpha3,alpha4,alpha2);
int2(j)=lininterp2(CD(alpha3,high),CD(alpha4,high)...
,alpha3,alpha4,alpha2);
Cl(j)=-lininterp2(Cl_intl(j),Cl_int2(j),RElo,REhi,Re);
Cd(j)=lininterp2(Cd_intl(j),Cd_int2(j),RElo,REhi, Re);
end

k=k+dl;
end
Re=Wrel(1)*ceff/1E-6;
if (Re<=40000)
Cl (360)=CL(1,1) ;
Cd(360)=CD(l,l) ;
else
[REhi,RElo,high,low]=REhighlow(RE,Re);
Cl(360)=lininterp2(CL(l,low),CL(l,high) , RElo, REhi, Re) ;
Cd(360)=lininterp2(CD(1,low),CD(1, high) , RElo, REhi, Re) ;
end
theta2=0:1:359;
for i=l:360
alpha(360 + i)=alpha(i) ;
Wrel(360 + i)=Wrel(i) ;
Cl(360+i)=Cl(i);
Cd(360 + i)=Cd(i) ;
end
phi=120*ovrlp+l;

for m=0:359
j=0;
%Lift, drag, tangential forces and torque for blade 1
for i=(l+m):(phi+m)
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j=j+i;
Ll(j)=0.5*rho*dA*Cl(i).*(Wrel(i).A2);
Dl(j)=0.5*rho*dA*Cd(i).*(Wrel(i).A2);
FTl(j)=Ll(j).*sind(alpha(i))-Dl(j).*cosd(alpha(i));
Tl(j)=FTl(j)*R;
end

%Lift, drag, tangential forces and torque for blade 2
for i=(121+m):((120+phi)+m)
j=j+i;
L2(j)=0.5*rho*dA*Cl(i).*(Wrel(i).A2);
D2(j)=0.5*rho*dA*Cd(i).*(Wrel(i).A2);
FT2(j)=L2(j).*sind(alpha(i))-D2(j).*cosd(alpha(i));
T2(j)=FT2(j)*R;
end
j=0;
%Lift, drag, tangential forces and torque for blade 3
for i=(241+m):((240+phi)+m)
j=j+i;
L3(j)=0.5*rho*dA*Cl(i) .*(Wrel(i) . A 2) ;
D3 (j)=0.5*rho*dA*Cd(i) .*(Wrel(i) . A 2) ;
FT3(j)=L3(j).*sind(alpha(i))-D3(j).*cosd(alpha(i));
T3(j)=FT3(j)*R;
end
T(t,m+l)=sum(Tl)+sum(T2)+sum(T3);
P(t,m+1)=T(t,m+l)*w;
end
n=n+l;
end
[H,topbin]=findheight(Uinf,t);
Vavg(t)=0.01*Uinf(t,topbin);
%Average free stream
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%velocity accross the turbine
blades
end
for t=l:l:7200
Pavg(t)=(sum(P(t,:))/360)/I000;
if isnan(Pavg(t))==1
Pavg(t)=0;
end
if (Pavg(t)==0)
Pcorr(t)=0;
else
%Correlation curve fitting for specific turbine
Pcorr(t)=0.002*Pavg(t)A2+0.lll*Pavg(t)+1.213;
end
Cp(t)=Pcorr(t)/Ptheor(t);

%Coefficient of power

Pdt(t)=(Pavg(t)*revs(t));

%Power per time step (kW)

end
toe
E=trapz(Pcorr)*(dt/60);

%Energy (kWh)

Ptot=sum(Pdt);

%Total power over time (kW)

Time=l:l:t;
time=Time/10;
figure (1)
plot(time,Pcorr(1,1:120));
title('Power Output over Time');
xlabelf'Time (hours)');
ylabel('Power (kW)');
figure(2)
plot(time,Vavg(1,1:120));
title('Free Stream Velocity over Time');
xlabel('Time (hours)');
ylabel('Free Stream Velocity (m/s)');
figure(3)
[AX,H1,H2] = plotyy(time,Pcorr(1,l:t),time,Vavg(l,l:t));
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title('Power Output and Free Stream Velocity over Time');
xlabel('Time (hours)');
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Power (kW)');
set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Free Stream Velocity (m/s)');

Functions used in sample code:
C.l.l
function [H,topbin] = findheight(Uinf,t)
%find the height of the water (H) at any given time (t)
%topbin = bin number at height (H)
delta=l;
n=l;
for m=l:l:25;
while delta>-1.2
delta=Uinf(t,n+l)-Uinf(t,n);
H=1.9+0.5*n;
topbin=n;
n=n+l;
end
end

end

C.1.2
function [F] = lininterp2(f1,f2,a,b,x)
%fl = function at a, f2 = function at b, a = initial value,
%b = end value, x = current value
F = fl + (x - a)*((f2 - fl)/(b - a));
end
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C.1.3
function [REhi, RElo, high, low] = REhighlow(RE,Re)
%Finds Reynolds values in array that are immediately higher and
%lower and outputs them. Array must have values in ascending
order.
%RE is array of Reynolds numbers, Re is single value.
%This function also outputs high and low which are the
respective
%indices for REhi and RElo
i=length(RE);
if (RE(i)-Re)<0
display('ERROR REhighlow: Re is larger than highest RE
value');
end
if (RE(1)-Re)>0
display('ERROR REhighlow: Re is less than lowest RE
value');
end
for j=l:length(RE)
REhi=RE(i);
RElo=RE(i-l);
diff=RElo-Re;
if diff>0
i=i-l;
end
end
high=i;
low=i-l;
end
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